STACK DAMPERS, BALLOONS

Keep heat in cycling HRSGs
to mitigate thermal fatigue
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on how well the HRSG is bottled
up, how well the stack/breeching
is insulated, and how promptly the
gas path and steam/water systems
are isolated.
Two more points to consider:
n Steam and/or water leaking or
being drawn from the HRSG (the
HP section in particular) during
layup accelerates temperature
decay significantly, with or without
stack closure.
n If steam is drawn off to maintain
turbine seals, a damper or balloon
will have very little benefit.
Anderson said, based on his experience, plants that cycle frequently and
can accommodate a damper, prefer it
over a balloon. However, engineering
is an important part of the decisionmaking process. Example: Retrofit of
a stack damper may not be possible
without encroaching on the minimum
unobstructed distance from CEM
probes. In such a case, a duct balloon
might be your only choice.
Keep in mind that retrofit dampers typically cannot be installed at
the top of an existing stack because
it is not designed for the additional
weight at that location. Some plants
have retrofitted dampers just above
the breech opening by fabricating
the damper inside the stack rather
than cutting the stack to install a
modular damper.
Regarding balloons, Anderson said
they are used effectively at many
plants, but typically for keeping the
gas path dry during layups of a few
days or more rather than for overnight
shutdown. In his experience, for a balloon to be useful for overnight shutdown a crew of two must be standing
by to deploy the balloon immediately
upon GT shutdown, and again to
retrieve the balloon immediately
before startup. Given the shrinking
number of employees at most plants
today this may not be practical.
The editors contacted duct-balloon
expert Gary Werth for an update on
a system capable of remote balloon
deployment/retrieval (Fig 1). He said
a system is in beta testing and has
operated successfully. Anderson noted
that the cost of installing a door in the
stack and modifying or adding new
stairs, ladders, and platforms for balloon deployment and retrieval might
cost more than the balloon. Mindful of
this possibility, Werth is developing a
simpler design (Fig 2).
One final note: Balloons can be
installed in the stack and in the GT
inlet. Both locations require thoughtful
administrative and/or physical interlocks to prevent accidental operation
of the gas turbine when the balloon is
deployed. ccj
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